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PSTN(FXS/FXO/E1)
1. FXS / FXO
2. E1_PRI
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Circuit Setup Basic window

①

Line Setup Basic Window
 Basic Window for Line setup
 Check the circuit setting on the Product.

②

① FXO : Display whether the FXO circuit which is set
up on the product is currently ok.

③

② FXS : Display whether the FXS circuit which is set
up on the product is currently ok.
③ E1 PRI : Display whether the E1 PRI circuit which
is set up on the product is currently ok. (E1 PRI
License must be add to display!!)
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4 .1 FXS / FXO

4 .1 FXS / FXO
- FXO
- FXS
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4 .1 FXS / FXO

FXO Outgoing call setup (1/3)
②

③

 External Outgoing call setup through FXO.
① [Default Setup][Group Setup] Add “Outgoing”
② Select the Outgoing group which is added.
③ When you make an external outgoing call, add
the circuit which would be use to the member.

①
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4 .1 FXS / FXO

FXO Outgoing call setup (2/3)
 Setting external outgoing pattern through the
dial plan.
 menu [Basic][Dial Plan]
① When you make an external outgoing through the
FXO, set which pattern is pressed to make an
external outgoing.
-

Ex) 9.*  Every number which is started with 9, make an
outgoing call through fxo_outgoing_g.
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4 .1 FXS / FXO

FXO Outgoing call setup(3/3)
 Apply the external outgoing through the profile.
 menu [Basic][Dial Plan]
① Apply the generated FXO Dial Plan to the Profile
which you want to use.
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4 .1 FXS / FXO

FXO Back-up setting
 Back-up the external outgoing through the FXO.
① [Basic][Group]Group type “Outgoing”
② Select the Outgoing Group type to add Backup.
③ Add to existing Outgoing Group
-When the member of the existing outgoing
group is failed, the member who were added to
the back-up will be sent.
★ When automatic back-up occurs due to the VSP
failure, to be careful because it can be charged by
PSTN outgoing.
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4 .1 FXS / FXO

FXO setup
 FXO incoming setup
 menu [Basic]  [Line]  Click FXO Slot
① Phone number: Assigned number on FXO
(Classification purpose)
② RX Gain(dB): Set the volume of the sound
coming from the PSTN line into the product.
TX Gain(dB): Set the volume of the sound
coming from the product to the PSTN line.
CID RX Gain(dB): Set a standard gain value to
recognize the CID when you receive CID (Caller
ID).
CID Type: Decide the CID type: Domestic(Korea)
set as Telcordia, European set as ETSI, UK set to
SIN 227 and Japan to NTT.

①

②

★If the CID is not displayed which is entering

③

from the public line, please check and adjust

④

RX Gain and CID Gain to 1dB intervals.
③ Reception Type: Set the receiving method for the
purpose among User/ Group/ Voice Guidance/
PBX/ VSP.
Reception name: Select the name of the
reception corresponding to the set of reception
type.
④ Click the
button which is on the lowerright to apply the setting.
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4 .1 FXS / FXO

4 .1 FXS / FXO
- FXO
- FXS
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4 .1 FXS / FXO

FXS setup
 FXS incoming setup
 menu [Basic]  [Line]  Click FXS Slot
① Extension: Select the user who want to use the
assigned port.
② RX Gain: Set the Volume of the sound coming
from the line into the product.
TX Gain: Set the Volume of the sound coming
from the product to the line.
CID RX Gain: Set a standard gain value to
recognize the CID when you receive the CID
(Caller ID).
CID Type: Decide the CID Type: Domestic(Korea)
set as Telcordia, European set as ETSI, UK set to
SIN 227 and Japan to NTT.

①

②

★ IF the CID is not displayed which is entering
from the public line, please check and adjust

③

Rx Gain and CID Gain to 1dB intervals.

④

③ Dial Pattern: Enter the Dial Pattern to use when
you make an outgoing call.
④ Click the

button which is on the lower-

right to apply the setting.
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4 .2 E1_PRI

4 .2 E1_PRI
- E1_PRI
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4 .2 E1_PRI

E1_PRI setup (1/2)
 Setting E1_PRI circuit
 menu [Basic]  [Line]  Click E1 PRI Slot
Slot/ Port: Display the installed Slot/ Port number.
PCM Coding: Assign the type of product voice codec.
(A-law/U-law)
Framing Format: Select between CRC-4 / FAS(no-crc).
Line Config: Select between HDB3 / AMI.
Clock Source: Assign the clock synchronous mode of
the product.
- Master: In case of the opponent PBX is in SLAVE mode.
- Slave: In case of the opponent PBX is in MASTER mode.

★ Generally the PSTN line is set to Master, the SLAVE
is set when the PSTN line is connected.

OP Mode : Set the E1 active mode.
- Network: Generally used when connection to private
PBX.
- User: Generally used for connection with a public
line switchboard (For connection ISDN-PRI as
backup port)
DOD number: Set when CID apply in batches at the
time of E1 outgoing.
Distinctive Ring header: Use when ring tones are
specified in batches at the time of E1 incoming.
DID Config: Assign the Reception type and CID
pattern.
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4 .2 E1_PRI

E1_PRI setup (2/2)
 Channel Setting of E1_PRI & set others
 PRI Channel Setup

②

①

③

①

 menu [Basic]  [Line] E1 PRI, channel
① Click the E1 PRI slot/ port to pop-up the window.
② E1 PRI sets by channel.
- RX : Set the volume of sound coming from the line.
- TX : Set the volume of the sound going out to the
line.
- Block : Set the corresponding channel block status
with ‘Yes’ and ‘No’
- Type : Setting the purpose of the channel by
both/in/out
③ Check the channel status for the channel by Refresh.
 PRI Miscellaneous setup
 menu [Basic]  [Line] E1 PRI, Misc
① E1 Misc Config
- Ringback tone : Ring back tone on/off setup
- T303 : The response waiting time for Setup
- T305 : The response waiting time for Disconnect
Release
- T308 : The response waiting time for Complete
Release
- T313 : The response waiting time for Alerting or
Connect
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4 .2 E1_PRI

E1_PRI Outgoing Setup (1/3)
②

③

 Set an external Outgoing through the E1_PRI.
① [Basic][Group] Add “Outgoing”
② Select the outgoing group which is added.
③ When you make an external outgoing call, add
the E1 circuit which would be use to the
member.

①
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4 .2 E1_PRI

E1_PRI Outgoing Setup(2/3)
 Setting External Outgoing pattern through Dial
Plan.
 menu [Basic][Dial Plan]
① When you make an external outgoing through
the E1_PRI, set which pattern is pressed to make
an external outgoing.
-

예) 8.*  Every number which is started with 8 make an
outgoing call through pri_outgoing_g.
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4 .2 E1_PRI

E1_PRI outgoing setup (3/3)
 Applying an external outgoing through the
profile.
 menu [Basic][Profile]
① Apply the created E1 Dial Plan to the profile that
you want and use pri_out outgoing.
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4 .2 E1_PRI

E1_PRI incoming setup (1/2)
 E1_PRI incoming setup (When you set the
IVR/Group/PBX/VSP incoming)
 menu [Basic]  [Line]  [E1 PRI]
① DID setup
- DID Pattern: PRI incoming number
①

- Reception Type: The incoming method is set
according to the intended use among Group/
Voice guidance/ PBX/ VSP.
- Reception name: Select the recipients that
corresponds to the reception type.
- CID Pattern: Enter the pattern to apply when
you operate the pattern match of CID number at
the time of E1 incoming.
- CID Type: Setting to create numbers for
inserting or removing new numbers based on
patterns.
★ When receiving E1 public line, if there is no ‘0’ in
the front seat of the outgoing CID, ‘0’ is inserted
artificially by using the CID pattern and format.
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4 .2 E1_PRI

E1_PRI incoming setup(2/2)
 Setting E1_PRI incoming(When you set DID
incoming)
 Menu[Basic]  [User]  Click ‘Extension’
① E1 DID number: The CID Number received from
the Telephone office at the time of PRI incoming.
E1 DOD number: The CID number at the time of
outgoing through the PRI.
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4 .2 E1_PRI

Check Call Log
 PRI Call Log
②

①

 menu [Call Log]  [Log]
① In case of outgoing, Channe Type:
Display as User -> Pri
② In case of incoming, Channel Type:
Display as Pri -> User
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